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Que Ondee Sola was established in 1972
and remains the oldest Puerto Rican &
Latina/o university student publication in
the U.S. Our mission is to provide the NEIU
co_mm_unity with a relevant and engaging
publication that deals with student issues with
a focus on Puerto Ricans and Latinas/os, our
communities, and our patrias.

is published at Northeastern Illinois
University. The opinions expressed in Que
Ondee Sola do not necessarily reflect
those of the Administration. Responsibility
for its contents lies solely with the staff.
We appreciate and encourage
suggestions and contributions.
Contact Que Ondee Sola
5500 N. St. Louis Chicago, IL 60625
Room E-041
(773} 442-4583
queondeesola@gmail.com

Que Ondee. Sola continues to affirm the right
of Puerto Rican self-determination, freedom
for all Puerto Rican political prisoners, and
support for a truly participatory democracy.
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CAC Pre-Summit Reflection
Creating a Continuous Fluid Curriculum from Pre-School to High School

Josue Contreras
Chicago Humboldt Park Neighborhood,
as well as concerned parents and local
officials, with the intent of coming together
to formulate a new approach in the way the
children of Humboldt Park are educated.

The concept which the community as
a campus project proposes is that the
teachers and administrators of every level
of education create a continuous fluid
curriculum from preschool to high school,
while utilizing neighborhood institutions,
organizations, park space, and residents as
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resources and subject matter experts.
The idea was well received by all, but
there were a few questions as to the
implementation of the program and certain
parts of it's structure, specifically the idea
of starting a seventh and eighth grade
program in the local high school
Roberto Clemente. These
questions and concerns were
the objective of the pre-summit
to be able to gauge about the
program that is needed to be
revised in order to better fit the
needs of the community, since
the structure of the program is
not yet set in stone.
As for the summit itself, there
was a huge turn out which
filled the room passed capacity,
traditional Puerto Rican food
was served for breakfast and
lunch, the presenters stayed on time,
and the audience was treated to youth
performances. All in all the pre-summit was
a success and from what I could tell
people left encouraged for the future of
education for the children of Humboldt
Park.
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NEIU iPresente!
NEIU Joins 'Community as Campus' Pre- Summit Gathering
at Clemente High School
Juan "Nito" Morales
On June 16, a formidable and sizable delegation
from NEIU made its presence felt at a pre-summit
event to discuss the 'Community as Campus'
concept. The basic thrust of the gathering was to
articulate how the community 's social capital can
be harnessed to transform educational practice

in Chicago's Humboldt Park area. Despite of
Humboldt Park's legacy, Humboldt Park faces
critical social and economic issues including high
concentrations of poverty and limited resources
and support to trascend systemic barriers to end
the cycle of poverty and secure a better future for
its residents. Among the key NEIU participants
were Marvin Garcia, member of Northeastern 's
Board of Trustees, Dr. Maureen Gillete, Dean of
Northeastern's School of Education, Dr. Ronald
Glick , Sociology Professor Sociology, Miguel

Cambray, Director of the Latino Resource and
Cultural Center, among others that represented
NEIU .
Along with administrators and faculty, the Union
for Puerto Rican Students (UPRS) and Que Ondee
_ __."q Sola (QOS) members
actively participated,
such as Marla Mojica,
Josue Contreras, Alyssa
Villegas , Jessie Fuentes ,
Juan "Nito" Morales, and
Jason Garcia. Marvin
Garcia chaired the panel
discussion on the Teacher
Leadership Institute of
the Community As A
Campus. Dr. Gillete, who
participated on this panel,
shared her experiences of
NEIU's "grow your own"
teacher training program.
UPRS president, Jessie
Fuentes, moderated
the panel on the Student Leadership Institute of
the Community as Campus model and focused
her discussion on the after school program
that she leads called the Barrio Arts Culture
Communication Academy (BACCA). QOS editor,
Juan "Nito" Morales, discussed his involvement
in the development of a new retention and
recruitment initiative carried out by the 'Culture of
Calm' program at Clemente High School .
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'Community as Campus' Pre-Summit Ignites
Educational Vision, Dialogue
Christy Prahl
How do you solve the problem of ailing schools
in Chicago? Humboldt Park would answer
resoundingly: "Involve the community!"
That was the order of the day at the Humboldt
Park Education Pre-Summit on June 16 at
Roberto Clemente Community Academy, where
nearly 200 stakeholders - teachers, students,
parents, administrators, social-service providers,
community-development professionals, elected
officials, and representatives from neighborhood

schools, alternative schools, charter schools,
preschools, and faith-based schools - gathered to
share stories and learn more about the Community
as Campus model.

Community as Campus, which has been in
development for several years by the Puerto Rican
Cultural Center (PRCC), has also formed the
centerpiece of the Community Action Council
serving Clemente High School and its feeder and
companion high schools. The Community Action
Council was fonned in fall 2010 as part of a pilot
strategy launched by the Chicago Public Schools
5

(CPS) Department of Family and Community
Engagement. The idea was to bring a grassroots
community planning process to four communities,
Humboldt Park among them, with a large
proportion of schools identified for turnaround by
CPS.
As Jose Lopez, Executive Director of the PRCC,
explained, Community as Campus pivots around
three central pillars: The Teacher Leadership
Institute, The Parent Popular Education
Institute, and the Student Citizenship
and Leadership Institute. Each would
provide a vehicle for its participants to
derive the most from their educational
institutions. Buttressing the Institutes are
the local schools themselves, the socialservice and business sectors, and the
larger community. Community as Campus
is an integrated system that brings all
actors, from school staff members to
local businesses to civil servants and
beyond, together in a single objective: To
enable all children "to participate in the
American dream," as Bob Runcie of CPS
articulated to great applause .
This is a particularly urgent challenge given
that over 60% of Chicago children now live
in poverty, and there the citywide drop-out
rate is approaching 45%. Those statistics are
disproportionately high in Humboldt Park.

**
Bob Runcie's story:

I came to this country when I was 6 y ears old.
Before that I grew up in Jamaica, and my fath er
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had a sugar-cane farm. A lot a/Americans came
to vacation there in Jamaica, and an American
construction manager once came through. He

changed his path to become a parent mentor.

**
Rafael DeJesus's Story:

offered my father a job in the US after shaking his
hand. He could tell my father was a hard worker
because he had so many calluses. Thats how
hard work used to be measured. But today, in the
information age, I like to say its not measured
by calluses on your hands, but callouses on your
brain.

**
The Pre-Summit enlisted a wide array of voices
to explore both the problems of and solutions
to our local educational system. Partners from
the University of Illinois-Chicago and Illinois
College discussed their innovative 'Grow
Your Own Teachers' models. Local nonprofit
professionals shared success stories of engaging
local parents. Youth described how they're
working to become part of the solution, both for
their own empowerment and the empowerment
of their peers. A Clemente student performed a
moving spoken-word piece she wrote in honor of
Martin Luther King Day as part of her Culture-ofCalm involvement. Fonner gang member Rafael
de Jesus told the inspirational story of how he
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I was a gangbanger, and I tell you
what, I didn 1 care about much
of anything. I don 1 know what
happened to me, but something
happened, and I changed. Now I go
to the park and I preach. I preach to
people you need to be involved with
your kids, and ifyou 're not, you 're
going to lose them. I'm the father
of a 17-year old daughter and she
told me she thinks she wants to drop
out of high school. Uh uh, no, thats
not happening. I'm not giving up my
child to the streets. When the
Culture of Calm started at
Clement, people came to me and said they wanted
me to be a parent mentor. They thought I'd be
good at it. But look at me, I'm shaking like a
leaf But I'm an activist. This is my passion. And
we as parents, we need to be involved with our
kids. Fathers, especially. I've gone to meetings
sometimes and I'm the only man in the room.
Theres something wrong with that picture.

**
As important as the voices of the scheduled
panelists were those of local residents who carved
out their time to attend the day's program. Lively
discussion and even debate followed each segment
of the agenda. One parent challenged the notion
that college was the only solution, asking for
"hands-on" opportunities for young people who
don't find success in a university environment.
Jessie Fuentes of Batey Urbano encouraged
rethinking that idea, admitting that three years
ago she never saw herself as ready for college,
but she's since finished three successful years
at Northeastern University and looks forward to
completing her degree.

eyue {)ndee
Some teachers resisted one premise of the
Community of Campus model: That seventh and
eighth graders should attend Clemente High
School to allow feeder schools to concentrate
on early learners. Trisha Shrode, Principal at
Lafayette Elementary, asserted, "I just want to
say that we may take issue with certain concepts
of the plan, but that doesn't mean we're not fully
behind Community as Campus and excited to be a
part of it." Jose Lopez replied that this is exactly
this level of dialogue and debate needed at this
stage to move this process forward toward a true
collaboration.
Some teachers resisted one premise of the
Community of Campus model: That seventh and
eighth graders should attend Clemente High
School to allow feeder schools to concentrate
on early learners. Trisha Shrode, Principal at
Lafayette Elementary, asserted, "I just want to
say that we may take issue with certain concepts
of the plan, but that doesn't mean we're not fully
behind Community as Campus and excited to be a
part of it." Jose Lopez replied that this is exactly
this level of dialogue and debate needed at this
stage to move this process forward toward a true
collaboration.
Two educational luminaries rounded out the
day's program, offering words of advice and
encouragement, along with some notes of caution,
to the assembled group. Charles Payne, former
CPS Chief Education Officer and Social Service
Administration faculty member at the University
of Chicago, hailed a plan of such vision, ambition,
and innovation, but also warned of its challenges
- namely those around leveraging funds and
sustaining coalitions. He encouraged the group to
study their history and get out in front of potential
pitfalls, and if successful, he felt this effort could
change the very landscape of public education in
Chicago.
Angela Valenzuela, Educational Administration
professor at the University of Texas-Austin
and Director of the National Latino Education
7
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Research and Policy Project, pledged her ongoing
support for and partnership in Humboldt Park's
Community as Campus initiative. She argued
that college must be thought of as a right and
not a privilege, and she ended her remarks with
an exhortation to the group: "We are the change
we've been waiting for!"

**
Angela Valenzuela's story:
I was part of a Mexican immigrant family growing
up in Texas, and back then, whenever a child
would graduate from high school, their family
would put a framed picture of that child on their
wall. I was so proud when I graduated from
high school and my picture went up on the wall.
I was on top of the world! But then I went on to
Staeford for college, and I was there as a freshman
with my cohort maybe 15 other people - and I remember one of
our professors saying, 'How many ofyou knew,
at 5 years old, that you were going to college?'
Every hand went up but mine. Then he said, 'How
many ofyou knew, at 5 years old, that you'd go on
to get a Masters Degree? 'Almost everyone put up
their hands but me. Then he said, 'How many of
you knew, at 5 years old, that you'd get a PhD?'
About half the hands went up. And I thought,
'Who are you people? I' They definitely had a
different experience from mine.

**
Cristina Pacione-Zayas, Culture of Calm
Coordinator at Clemente and Mistress of
Ceremonies for the Pre-Summit, captured
the spirit of the day perfectly, describing the
import of what was taking shape through shared
dialogue: "Someday, at the end of this process,
we'll remember, 'It all started right here, in this
room, this very day, in the 4th floor cafeteria of
Clemente."'

C(ae CJndee Sola

Creating an Organic Pipeline from High School to the
University

Community & Education
• My Life Experience
• Union for Puerto Rican Students & Que Ondee Sola
• Facing the High School Education Problem

College Requirements
• Application
• Personal Statement
• Letter of Recommendation
• ACT Scores
• High School Transcript
• Fee Waiver
• FASFA
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Senator Durbin Invites Puerto Rican Community
Leaders to meet Justice Sonia Sotomayor
Jnan "Nito" Morales

On Saturday June 18, several Puerto Rican leaders were invited by Illinois Senator Dick Durbin to
meet and greet the only Puerto Rican and Latina
ever named to the U.S. Supreme Court - Sonia Sotomayor. Justice Sotomayor was Senator Durbin's
guest for the Yankee -Cub game at Wrigley Field.
Before thousands of Cubs fans, she threw the first
pitch of the game.

Calderon, Director of Vida Sida, Matt Rodriguez,
Principal of Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos High
School, Roberto Maldonaldo, Alderman of the
26th Ward, Jose E. Lopez, Executive Director of
the Puerto Rican Cultural Center and the Institute
of Puerto Rican Arts & Culture, and Northeastem's very own Board of Trustee member, Marvin
Garcia.

Before the game's formal start, a select group of
Puerto Rican Leaders were invited by Senator
Durbin to a meet and greet reception at Wrigley
Field. This select group of Puerto Rican leaders
included Veronica Ocasio, Bickerdike Corporation, Paul Roldan, Executive Director of Hispanic
Housing Corporation, Lysette Richardson, Associate Chancellor of the City Colleges of Chicago,
Fernando Grillo, Aspira of Illinois Board President, Jose Rodriguez, CEO of Aspira of IL, Juan

The Justice personally greeted each guess and
spoke individually to each." It was an honor and
humbling experience to meet Associate Justice
Sonia Sotomayor, she is truly an extraordinary
person who makes us all proud" said Marvin
Garcia. She received a gift basket from Chicago's
Puerto Rican community presented by Jose
Lopez. Marvin Garcia extended an invitation
to Sotomayor to visit Northeastern Illinois
University.

9
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Elvira Arellano is a Mexican citizen from San
Miguel, Michoacan, notable for seeking sanctuary
while living in the United States. Facing deportation
by US. immigration and customs enforcement,
Arellano was granted sanctuary in the Adalberto
United Methodist Church in the Humboldt Park
Puerto Rican community. On August 19, 2007,
Arellano was arrested by US. authoritites outside
of Our Lady of Angels Church in downtown Los
Angeles and was deported to Mexico.
When
was
in
Chicago,
my
organization, Familia
Latina Unida, got
involved in one very
tough local election.
At least half of us were undocumented and
we wondered , how can we make a difference?
We came up with the idea of the "solidarity
vote." We went door to door to find legal voters
and we told them , "We can 't vote because we
are undocumented , but this election is very
important to our families . Will you vote for us?
Will you be our "solidarity vote?"

people planted themselves outside of Oba ma's
national campaign office registering people to
vote and asking them to fill out "an Obama
ballot" and then put it in a giant "lockbox". They
told the Obama campaign officials that those
votes would stay in the lockbox until Obama
stopped the deportations.
There are 11 million undocumented persons
in this nation today. They came here because
of the policies of global economics and were
welcomed here by employers. They are our
family members, our neighbors, members of
our churches and our communities and they
are contributing to this nation's economic
recovery.

There are 7 million legal permanent residents
who are eligible to become citizens and
registered voters before the next presidential
election.There are at least three million
U.S. Citizens, over the age of 18, who have
a member of their extended family who is
undocumented. There are one million U.S.
Citizen Latinos who will turn 18 an be eligible
to vote before the next presidential election .
President Obama has the legal power to This is the math , Mr President: 7 million new
stop separation of families that are caused citizens + three millions citizen family members
by the deportation of 1100 people every day. + one million new 18 year old latino voters = 11
Congressman Gutierrez was in New York last million. That is the Latino family solidarity vote
weekend and has been in 30 cities across the - Mr. President: 11 million solidarity voters for
country to ask people to tell President Obama to 11 million undocumented residents.
stop destroying our families and deporting our
young students. We need to help the president We can at least register 2 million new voters
make up his mind to keep his promise . I think who will put their vote in the "Obama Lockbox".
the "solidarity vote" might just be what we need! These Obama votes will not come out of the
In Ch icago , last Monday, a hundred young lockbox unless the president uses his existing

10
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legal powers to stop the deportations and
separation of families by granting hardship
relief to the parents of U.S. Citizen children

and dream act eligble students. Mr President,
are you listening? This is what democracy
looks like!

''Life Is A Learning Process ... ''
A message from Puerto Rican Political Prisoner Oscar Lopez Rivera
This message from Puerto Rican political
prisoner, Oscar Lopez Rivera, was read at the
2011 graduation ceremony of the Dr. Pedro
Albizu Campos Puerto Rican High School
(PACHS). Lopez Rivera, who recently entered
his 30th year of incarnation for his involvement
in the Puerto Rican independence movement, is
one of the founders of PA CHS and various other
community institutions.

For me it's a privilege and honor to be able to
share this moment with you, albeit via the written
word. I would like to congratulate the graduating
students and wish you much success with your
goals and future. I would also like to exhort you
not to allow anyone or anything to stop you from
achieving the goals you set for yourself. No
matter how big the obstacle or how hard and
difficult the challenge is, dare to face it and deal
with it. Dare to talk the talk and to walk the walk.
Dare to struggle and dare to succeed.
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Life is a learning process - we never stop
learning unless we choose to. We learn by doing
things and by the mistakes we make in the
process. Every problem created by the human
animal has a solution, even the ones that seem
insurmountable. When we tackle a problem and
we fail, we must try again and again until we
find a solution. If a single one can't do it by him
or herself, then he or she should seek help. It
might take a few individuals or a community or a
whole nation to find a solution. What's
important is never to give up no matter
the trials and tribulations that it takes.
The impossible is that that doesn't get
done.
I'll use PACHS as an example. When
the idea of starting an alternative school
for Puerto Rican students was being
discussed the naysayers would say
that it was an impossible objective.
We had no money, no materials, no
physical facility and no experience. But
those obstacles and challenges didn't
deter us from going ahead with the
experiment. A Puerto Rican minister,
the Rev. Jose Hernandez, told us we could use
his church. Different people, young and old,
committed themselves to be teachers or tutors.
We scrounged and got some basic materials (even
using what others considered obsolete objects)
and got St. Mary's High School (an all-girls
Catholic school) to share its accreditation with
what became the Puerto Rican high school. After
the first year, Rev. Hernandez told us we had to
move from his church. We purchased a burnout
building and had fixed it to house the school. But
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some of the neighbors got together and decided not
to allow us to use the building for the school. So we
had to approach St. Aloysius church and rent their
school building. In order to raise the needed money,
we even washed cars. Eventually, a building was
purchased and the school - by that time known as
the Rafael Miranda High School - finally had its
own place.
Much of the work was done through a trial and
error. At times we got rid of teachers and students
in order to keep the school going. We faced
ideological differences and differences over the
school 's goals. We did what we thought needed to
be done and the school survived. It even survived
attacks by forces that didn ' t want the school to
succeed.
I take this opportunity, also, to congratulate and
thank the staff and the other hard workers who

make the school a reality and dare to make it
better. And I would like to thank and congratulate
the rest of the students who have chosen to attend
PACHS. Without you there would be no reason
for the school to exist. Study hard and learn as
much as possible. Stay in school, think critically,
and become a problem solver and not a problem
maker. Fill your hearts with love and compassion
and never tum your backs on an injustice. A better
and more just world is possible as long as we dare
to struggle for it. Life is all a struggle, but don't
let that stop you from enjoying the good things it
offers you. Have fun and learn.
En Resistencia y Lucha,
OLR

Editors Note: To learn more about Oscar Lopez
Rivera and the international campaign for his
release visit, boricuahumanrights.org.

Batey Urbano's Mixed Explosion
Culminating Event
The evening of the culminating event our students
came in ready to teach and conquer the evening.
As they prepared thei r workshops and got nervous
as people walked in , I felt really proud to be a part
of their experience. As they become educational
leaders and peer educators they begin to create
incredible moments. The culm inating event was
a very fru itful event. They engaged their parents,
family members, and friends in subjects they
would never talk about. Under-age drinking is a
sensitive topic in a household , and our students
challenge everybody in the room that night to
think differently. Public speaking , facilitating , and
organizing are skills that are youth do not get in a
regular school setting , but here in our after school
program not only did they acquire these skills but
they owned them .
I can describe this beautiful culminating event in
three words ; educational , artistic, and engaging .
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Our youth have become true leaders, and that
definitely showed at the Batey Urbano. If we
believe in change, our BACCA students will be the
individuals that will implement it in the future .
-Jessie Fuentes
The culminating event for the BACCA students
was inspiring . The students were so well spoken
and impressive during the entire event. I am truly
lucky to have worked with this year's BACCA
students because they have taught me so much
about perseverance and hard work. To see the
student's fami ly and friends come out and support
them was a joyful experience. The event was just
one example of the excellence these students
have shown and are capable of in the future.
Whether they sang , did a poem, or lead a focus
group, they were all stars that night.
-Yesenia Villalobos
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Partisan Politics, Neo-Liberalism, and Struggle for
Democracy and Public Educatir, in Puerto Rico
Victor M. Rodriguez Domfnguez

The epicenter of the struggle for the public
university in Latin America is Puerto Rico.
- Jose Carlos Luque Brazan, professor and
researcher of political science and urban planning
at the Autonomous University, Mexico City.1.
Puerto Rico has historically been a laboratory
for social, economic, political and scientific
experiments. After the 1898 Spanish American
War, the U.S. extended to Puerto Rico a newly
crafted colonial system wh ich had never been
implemented in the mainland, eugenic programs
were tested in the island, sterilization of women
and the use of the contraceptive pill also used
the island as a laboratory. Later, an export-based
developmental model was crafted, euphemistically
called "Manos A la Obra" translated as "Operation
Bootstrap" (in Mexico called Maquiladora
Program), which was later touted as a
developmental model for the "Third World." The
use of emigration as an escape valve led 500,000
to migrate to the United States and other parts of
the Americas.
After the Spanish-American War, the United States
was confronted with a dilemma: what to do with
the newly acquired territories, especially, Cuba, the
Philippines, and Puerto Rico. Territories that were
annexed earlier, whether the Louisiana Purchase,
Alaska, Hawaii, or the incorporation of the
Southwest after the Mexican American War, had
relatively small populations which did not have a
fully developed national identity. The colonization
process consisted of moving white settlers into
these regions and placing them into the path
toward statehood. The United States was not
building a classic empire; it saw itself as engaging
13

in nation-building. The Northwest Ordinance of
1787 basely guided a process to transform these
territories into full fledged members of the union.
In Puerto Rico's case, the experience was quite
dissimilar. Puerto Rico had a clearly developed
national identity, close to a million inhabitants, in
U.S. racial terms mostly non-white, a literature,
and a history of anti-colonial struggle. The white
settler model would not work in the island.
Elihu Root used the knowledge engendered by
British anthropologists who had provided the
ethnography used to structure the British colonial
system. This was adapted to Puerto Rico and
a series of cases decided by the U.S. Supreme
Court, the "Insular Cases," carved a legal space
for legitimating something that was anathema to
the U.S. experience: having colonies. The United
States became an empire in the classical sense.
Puerto Ricans are today second class U.S. citizens,
who can be drafted into the military in case of
war (like they were in World War II, the Korean
intervention, and the war on Vietnam). However,
they are unable vote for the president of the United
States, the Commander in General of the U.S.
armed forces. They have a delegate which sits
in congress with voice but does not vote. Every
federal law applies in Puerto Rico even when it
might contradict the island's constitution.
This is in an abbreviated form the historical
context for the collapse of the U.S. colonial
project in Puerto Rico. The most evident symptom
today is the social movement to preserve public
higher education which has, still hidden from
the U.S. public, shaken the foundations of the
colony. Today, the crisis is not only political, but
it is also social and economic. It's most recent
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' reiteration is that for the first time since 1898, the
population of the island has declined, according
to the latest Census 2010 data. One of the causes
of this collapse is another experiment that has
used the colonial subjects of Puerto Rico as
guinea pigs. The radical implementation of a
program of neo-liberal measures that surpasses
anything attempted before in Puerto Rico. While
previous administrations tried a patchwork of
privatizations and budget reduction measures,
this is the first time a systematic effort to apply
neo-liberal measures to "starve the beast" is being
attempted on the island. The most obvious victim
is the system of public education which had, until
very recently, been a fairly good model of access
to higher education and of its contribution to the
development of the most educated labor force in
Latin America. That all has changed.

Crisis in Public Higher Education in Puerto
Rico
While some universities across the nation have
increased tuition fees to address budget deficits,
few universities have faced the persistent
social and political turmoil that has gripped the
University of Puerto Rico. With the exception
of the 2010 student protests at the University
of California at Berkeley, Los Angeles and
Santa Cruz, most in the academic community
have not organized a broad social movement to
challenge the underlying ideology that appears to
be leading this restructuring of the financing of
public higher education. In some sense, as Laurel
Weldon argues, a social movement for public
education in Puerto Rico has provided a voice to
a segment of society which felt powerless as an
ideologically led government dismantles public
higher education and creates the basis for the
continuation of a seemingly permanent crisis. 2
Since the founding of the University of Puerto
Rico in 1903, the university, which has grown
into eleven campuses, has had to face the political
intervention of the state. The university was
organized during a period after the United States
14

military government ended; it was burdened with
a centralized administration and a colonizing
objective. 3 The model for its structure came from
the educational system created in the United
States for the education of African Americans
and Native Americans. This was a period when
social Darwinism permeated American culture and
some of the political and educational leaders felt
that the natives of the newly acquired territories
where inferior. This produced a system of higher
education that had a paternalistic relationship with
the colonial government. Unfortunately, the legacy
of the past is still woven through the institutional
norms and practice of the university.
In fact, it was the intense political intervention by
the government in the university which led the
Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools
to refuse accreditation to the university in 193 7.
This colonial origin, the government's intrusion
of partisan politics and centralized power are at
the source of most of the recurring social conflicts
that have pervaded the history of this institution.
In 1942 and 1948, protests from the university
community because of political encroachment
led to two major strikes that closed down the
university. Later throughout the 1960s and 1980s,
the university life was punctuated by protests, calls
for educational reform and debates about fiscal
autonomy as a way to ensure a central role to the
academic community in governance. However,
while strikes and protests are relatively common
throughout the history of the university, this is
the first time when the protests have had the real
possibility of challenging government policies.
The coming together of a number of factors has
created a potentially critical situation that could
either crush the hope of a progressive educational
reform or create the momentum for one in the
not too distant future. These factors are first,
the worst recession the island has experienced
since the 1930s, one that began two years before
in the mainland. Second, the reckless political
intervention in university affairs by the prostatehood New Progressive Party administration of
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Gov. Luis Fortufio. Third, the unrestrained use of
force against the protesters.
After a year of instability, the social conflict taking
place at the University of Puerto Rico is polarizing
this island to such an extent that this United States'
possession, which used to be heralded as the
"showcase of democracy" during the Cold War
ideological struggles, is now sliding into a system
of widespread civil and human rights violations.
The University of Puerto Rico, for the first
time in decades, is occupied by police: political
demonstrations are banned; summary expulsions
of student leaders are common; and hundreds of
students have been arrested, beaten, and at times
sexually assaulted or tortured. On February 9, after
the riot squad violently intervened with students
painting murals, 28 students were arrested, many
were hurt and chaos ensued when pepper gas
and batons were used to violently arrest students
and bystanders. The police violence was of such
magnitude that the faculty organization, the
Puerto Rican Association of Professors, and the
Brotherhood of Non-Faculty Employees called
for a 24-hour strike, which was later extended.
The university was closed and the president of the
system, Jose Ramon de la Torres, after writing a
letter requesting the removal of the police from the
campus, announced he was resigning as president.
Presently, Miguel Munoz, former chancellor of
the engineering campus in the western city of
Mayaguez is the interim president of the system.
While there is a process to name the person who
will permanently occupy the position, six of the
universities refused to participate in the search.
There is a great lack of trust because of decades
of partisan intervention in university affairs. The
legislature expanded the number of trustees which
govern the system so it could have the opportunity
of naming people loyal to the governing party.
The legislature, under the full control of the
New Progressive Party, had also increased the
number of judges in the island's Supreme Court
to solidify its control of the institution. They
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also named a former FBI agent, Jose Figueroa
Sancha as superintendent of the island-wide police
department. The police force has been militarized
and a number of new units, including the Unit
for Tactical Operations (UOT), and the Special
Arrests Unit (SAU) have been used in response to
mostly peaceful student protests. Also surprising
is the use of SWAT units with hoods, machine
guns, shotguns, and the more widespread use of
tazers, pepper spray, rubber bullets, shields by
the police. Dr. Jorge Benitez says in his book on
citizenship and exclusion that the state does not
invest resources unless it feels that the movement
challenges the status quo.~The U.S. Department of
Justice, in response to a request by both the United
States and Puerto Rico's chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union is investigating the police
of Puerto Rico and it is expected that sometime
this year some form of consent decree will be
implemented because of the widespread violation
of human and civil rights. The state of crisis even
brought Congressman Luis Gutierrez (D-Ill), of
Puerto Rican descent to denounce the violations in
a session in congress.
Presently, there is a lull in the protests, this
retrenchment occurred after an incident where Ana
Guadalupe, chancellor of the University of Puerto
Rico Rio Piedras campus, the largest university
in the system, was attacked with water bottles
and pushed by students. This incident occurs after
a year of police brutality that exacerbated the
tension . But even during the most active period of
the protests in spring 2010 when students occupied
10 of the eleven universities, U.S. mainstream
media coverage of this social movement is scant.
Only Al Jazeera and Tele Sur (Venezuela) began
to provide some international coverage. In order to
break the silence, just as in Egypt, youth created
their own media in order to organize and tell the
world what is happening in this territory of the
United States. They also created a radio station
"Radio Huelga" (Strike Radio) managed and
controlled by students, to cover the events and
dialogue about the issues.

6(ue CJndee
Hidden from the eyes of the world, and especially
from the U.S. public, this island with 3.7 million
inhabitants is experiencing the most intense
struggle for democracy and public education
since the 1960s. The leadership of the islandwide movement is provided by the academic
community of the University of Puerto Rico,
Rio Piedras campus. This is a selective research
intensive university and the most prestigious
institution of higher education in the Caribbean,
the system that provides 95% of the research and
development in Puerto Rico. It has 20,000 students
and 1,000 faculty. The system historically has
produced the intellectual leadership of the island,
in the sciences, arts and literature. Because of
its selectivity, the system has the brightest and
also the most creative and persistent defenders of
educational refonn and the expansion of public
education. Unfortunately, ideology is guiding the
government's response to the educational and
social crisis at the university.

Neo-Liberalism in Puerto Rico
'

Since his landslide election in 2008, Governor
Luis Fortufio, of the pro-statehood New
Progressive Party, has implemented a series
of neo-liberal measures, which have polarized
the island 's population and increased economic
inequality. Governor Fortufio is the first Puerto
Rican governor who is an avowed member of the
National Republican Party, despite the fact that
the Republican Party as such does not participate
in Puerto Rican elections. Despite his electoral
promises, he has fired 17,000 public workers
and reduced investments in social services and
education. The unemployment rate in January
2011 was 15.7%, which is lowei: than it was at
the beginning of the fiscal year (16.9% in July
2010), but the reason behind this decline is not an
increase in jobs but the discouraged worker effect,
that is, workers who are dropping out of the work
force and either working in the informal economy
or participating in social welfare programs. Puerto
Rico, moreover, has one of the lowest labor
participation rates in the world. The proportion
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of the able-bodied population that participates in
the work force has declined dramatically. In July
1999, 47.8 per cent were in the labor force and
in December 2010 it was 41.1 %. In contrast, the
labor participation rate in the United States in
January was 64.2%.

In the meantime, efforts to privatize segments
of public services including education are being
made through what the government calls "privatepublic partnerships." These are ways of providing
the private sector with public assets without the
risks involved in the private market. Attempts
to create these partnerships include the building
of a gas pipeline through some of the most
environmentally fragile areas of the island which
are close to population centers. There is strong
citizen opposition to this project, in light of the gas
pipeline explosions in California, Pennsylvania,
and Ohio, but the government is committed to its
construction.
The privatization of higher education has involved
another strategy to achieve the same objective.
Funds for the University of Puerto Rico (UPR)
since 1997 have been cut by $336 million. The
university imposed an $800 fee hike (50%) on
the students in order to solve the alleged financial
deficit of the system. The Office of Financial Aid
at the University of Puerto Rico calculates that the
annual cost of attending the university $13,932,
and a full-time student spends $1,674, now is
spending, $2,474. What this increase will mean
is that close to 10,000 students will not be able to
attend the university. Given that there might be a
further reduction in Pell grants, poorer and middle
class students will be priced out of a public college
education. What is behind the financial gutting of
the university is the neo-liberal ideology supported
by Governor Fortufio. From the academic year of
2001-02, to 2006-07, there was a dramatic decline
in the proportion of public university students in
the total university student population. In 2001 -02,
only 117,714 attended private universities while
73,838 attended the UPR. In 2006-07, 158,031
went to private universities and only 65,939
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the UPR. Contrary to the United States, private
institutions of higher education pale in comparison
to the quality of the education at the University
of Puerto Rico system. According to "Integrated
Post Secondary Educational Data System"
(IPEDS) of the federal department of education,
graduation rates (2007-08) for private universities
range between 18.15 and 45.3%. In comparison,
graduation rates for the eleven universities of the
public system range from 61.0% to 36.4%.
Ironically, if the government's policy of cutting
financial support for public education continues
an even more economically stratified system of
education will develop. Presently, economically
disadvantaged students are more likely to attend
private universities than public institutions.
So in fact, the burden of educating the island's
youth has been and will be further shifted to
private universities, relying more on federal
Pell Grants. So, by expanding the role of private
universities the neo-liberals are transferring
Puerto Rico's economic responsibility on United
States' taxpayers. In an island with a 47% poverty
rate and a median family income of $20,425 ,
a third of the United States median family
income ($58 ,526), education is the only avenue
toward upward mobility. These policies will
further exacerbate the extreme unequal income
distribution that already exists.
Poll ratings of Governor Fortufio are extremely
low, a recent poll by the daily Nuevo Dia, only 25
per cent of voters would re-elect Gov. Fortuna.
Yet he is steadfast in implementing draconian
measures and supporting the repressive measures
used against the university community. One reason
behind his obstinate efforts may be that he is being
courted by the National Republican Party as a way
of attracting the Latino vote. Governor F ortufio
attended a Heritage Foundation briefing in Simi
Valley, California and a Koch brothers' event in
Rancho Mirage, California at the beginning of this
year. At such venues he has been boasting of how
he has established law and order in Puerto Rico.
Most recently, on February 11, he was one of
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the speakers at the Conservative Political Action
Conference (CPAC) 2011 meeting in Washington,
D.C., where he touted his neo-liberal policies.
Toeing the Tea Party line, he spoke about reducing
government, emphasizing higher bond ratings,
and about reducing the structural deficit of the
government. While it was true that the structural
deficit was reduced from $3,306 billion to $2,143
billion on the other hand, the island had received
$6,800 billion in American Recovery and ReInvestment Act (ARRA) which are non-recurrent
funds. These funds, together with bond emissions
helped fill the gap. However, the public debt of
Puerto Rico in the meantime has increased from
$52, 947 billion in 2008 to $63,366 billion in
February 2011. An increase of $10,419 billion
more or a 19 per cent increase! A tax cut for
multinational corporations that was effected 10
years earlier, based on the same ideology of neoliberalism, cut $3,000 billion in general funds
revenue from the island's coffers. This is the sum
of the structural deficit.
The colonial developmental model did not begin
its slide into a crisis in the last few years; many
economists date it back to the 1970s when the
glowing statistics began to lose their luster.
Economist James Dietz says that the economic
convergence between the United States and Puerto
Rico only lasted between 1950 through 1970s.
While there was some improvement in the 1990s,
ironically when less federal intervention was
taking place in the form of federal exemptions to
multinational corporations operating in the island's
enclave economy.~One interesting datum provided
by economist Francisco Catala is that profits to
foreign companies in Puerto Rico rose from 7.4
per cent of gross national income in 1970 to 56.5
per cent in 2009 .w Obviously, the colonial model
had become a hemorrhage of resources away
from the island. In 2009, according to the Puerto
Rico Planning Board report to the governor, $35,
443 billion dollars were profits transferred out
of Puerto Rico. The economy of the island has
contracted a bit more than 11 per cent in the last
5 years. Today, 20 per cent of the Puerto Rican
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population receives 55.3 per cent of all income
generated in the island, in the U.S. the top 20 per
cent received 50.3. This inequality is higher than
that of the United States which has one of the
highest levels of income inequality in the world.
But Gov. Luis Fortufio in its messages says that
the bond ratings have improved.
Sadly, while the bond ratings have increased
somewhat (although still considered ri sky) Puerto
Rico's social fabric is collapsing. Puerto Rico
last year had 1,000 murders; this year, already
in February, the homicide number in Puerto
Rico reached more than one hundred. And yet
the police are at the campus of the University of
Puerto Rico, repressing freedom of expression. In
the meantime, the population of the island, for the
first time in modern history has decreased. It is
calculated that more than 400,000 Puerto Ricans
have migrated to the United States, the highest
number since the great migration in the aftermath
of World War II.

They kno w the risk that they face when they let
the imagination run through books, how seditious
the fictions become when the reader explores the
freedom that makes them possible and that in them

is exercised, with the fear and the darkness that
lurks in the real world.
Mario Vargas Llosa, 2010 Nobel Prize in
Literature
The University of Puerto Rico was placed
on probation last year by the Middle States
Association of Colleges and Schools. Two of the
main critiques were governance and its finances.
The academic senate of the Rio Piedras campus
submitted an addendum to the university report
to the Middle States including the police brutality
that occurred on that campus. Chancellor Ana
Guadalupe refused to include it so it had to be
sent separately. As to the financial health of the
system, the government has failed to restore
the funds that were taken. Finally, it seems that
the space for critical inquiry and freedom of
expression the university has historically provided
is too threatening for the ideologues at the helm
in Puerto Rico. It seems that the only strategy of
neo-liberals in Puerto Rico is to shirk the social
and public responsibility to provide for the Puerto
Rican population by transferring segments of the
population to the United States.

Continued from Page 19
even the smallest one) has proven correct
once again. Imperialism forced the hand of
the Venezuelan government, through U.S.-ally
Santos, only to turn around and accuse it of
aiding terrorists anyway.

computer was not valid and was in fact illegal ,
since, among other considerations, the alleged
computer equipment was taken without the
authorization or participation of the Ecuadorean
government.

Now Becerra is in danger, along with thousands
of other political prisoners in Colombia, the
country he was forced to leave after his first
wife was killed there.

The court also pointed out that the files used
to accuse the Venezuelan and Ecuadorean
governments, Becerra, many other activists
and even progressive Colombian Sen. Piedad
Cordoba were in Word format, not emails, so
it could not be proven that they were sent or
received.

On May 19 the whole basis for accusing Becerra
was demolished . The Colombian Supreme Court
ruled that the so-called evidence from the Reyes
18
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U.S. pushes repression in Latin America
Berta Joubert-Ced

On the same day that U.S . authorities were busy bombed a PARC encampment in Ecuador
criminalizing Puerto Rican pro-independence
near the border with Colombia on March 1,
fighters, the International Institute for Strategic
2008. The bombing killed Reyes and 22 other
Studies, an imperialist think tank, launched its
people, including Mexican students visiting
latest document for aggression, this time against the camp. The report is clearly meant to up the
Venezuela and Ecuador. The IISS, it should
aggression against Venezuela and its efforts to
be remembered, masterminded the lie about
develop sovereignty and regional unity with
"weapons of mass destruction" that served as
independence from imperialism.
the basis for the U.S. invasion and occupation
It is ironic that the Venezuelan government a
of Iraq.
few weeks before the IISS report handed over
Nigel Inkster, IISS director of Transnational
revolutionary journalist Joaquin Becerra to
Threats and Political Risk, released a book
the criminal Colombian government of Juan
called "The PARC Files: Venezuela, Ecuador
Manuel Santos, supposedly because Becerra
and the Secret Archive of 'Raul Reyes."'
was on Interpol's list of people linked to PARC.
Inkster had also been involved in the WMD
Becerra, a survivor of the progressive electoral
deception.
bloc Patriotic Union, which was massacred
The book accuses both the Venezuelan and
by death squads in the 1980s after winning
Ecuadorean governments of close collaboration many local offices throughout Colombia, had
with the Marxist Revolutionary Armed
to take refuge in Sweden more than 10 years
Forces of Colombia (PARC), which the U.S.
ago. He became a Swedish citizen and started
government lists as a terrorist organization.
an alternative online journal, ANNCOL, which
reported about the reality in Colombia.
However, the book has already been discredited
- by no less than the Colombian Supreme
For that, ANN COL has been a target of former
Court.
President Alvaro Uribe and now of the Santos
administration, which wants to whitewash
The IISS report is based primarily on Interpol's Colombia's image in order to sign a Free Trade
supposed findings regarding the computer files
Agreement with the U.S.
of PARC leader Raul Reyes. It claims that his
computer and pen drives were miraculously
Che Guevara's statement of "al imperialismo,
saved intact after the Colombian military
ni un tantito asf" (no concession to imperialism,
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